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Black Poly Pride is the first of its kind! We present a fun and exciting conference experience for
polyamorous people. While our celebration is centered around blackness, we welcome all
races, ethnicities and backgrounds. We promote self love, self pride and self confidence while
helping to inspire and empower all of our attendees to celebrate their unique lovestyle. The
weekend will include educational forums, social gatherings, a  traditional D.C.- style brunch and
an all-round amazing experience for all of our attendees. 

BLACK POLY PRIDE

Black Poly Pride's inaugural event was held in 2019 in Dallas, TX. 
 wWorkshops and panels were held on topics such as "Examinations
of Polyamory and Masculinity” and "POLY THEORY vs. POLY REALITY:
Bridging the Gap". Ruby Bouie Johnson and Kevin Patterson were
among the speakers. 

Our 2020 event will be bigger and better featuring 4 full days of
panels and workshops, social events, entertainment & many

more surprises! 
 This event is presented by The Poly Cultural Diversity Alliance. 

June 4-7, 2020.

Washington D.C.

SPONSORSHIP
The Black Poly Pride Team is now seeking sponsorship to assist us in the execution of this 
 Pride weekend. Sponsors will help us to offset some of the major costs associated  with the
production of this event. We are interested in sponsors that support the vision of our event,
and wish to create relationships with our demographic. Sponsoring Black Poly Pride 2020 will
give your brand direct access to hundreds of attendees, and social media access to upwards of
60,000 open minded consumers with a wide variety of interests.
 
Our sponsors will have the opportunity to market themselves to  consumers who will be highly
supportive of their products and/ or services. Attendees will interact with their brands and
sponsors will be able to gather new consumer data and meet their target audience in a
comfortable environment.



OPPORTUNITIES
REVOLUTIONARY SPONSOR $4,500

Sponsored PolyPOOLooza Party (PolyPOOLooza x Brand Name) 
Prominent signage at conference
2 Black Card Tickets OR Branded Black Card Scholarships 
Sponsor recognition on our website <www.blackpolypride.com>
Sponsor recognition on our social media pages - Facebook Twitter & Instagram
Opportunity to insert branded items in conference swag bag
2 Sponsored BPP LIVE Broadcasts

PIONEERING SPONSOR $2,500
Sponsor signage at conference
1 Black Card Admission 
Sponsor recognition on our website <www.blackpolypride.com>
Sponsor recognition on our social media pages - Facebook Twitter & Instagram
Opportunity to insert branded items in conference swag bag
1 Sponsored BPP LIVE Broadcast
Sponsored Sunset Cruise 

PROUD SPONSOR $1,000
1 Branded General Admission Scholarship
Sponsor recognition on our website <www.blackpolypride.com>
Sponsor recognition on our social media pages - Facebook, Twitter & Instagram
Opportunity to insert branded items in conference swag bag

A LA CARTE SPONSORSHIP- Let's Discuss Your Budget! 
Social Media Package: 2 IG posts and 2 FB posts - $150
Sponsorship recognition on our Website: $300
150 Branded Swag Bags for attendees*: $500
Brand Inclusion in attendee swag bags:  $75
125 Branded attendee lanyards: $300
Sponsored Welcome Reception: $2000

CONTACT US:

Contact Person: Chaneè Jackson Kendall
Telephone: (404) 509-6163
Email: BlackPolyPride@gmail.com



MEET OUR FOUNDERS
CHERÍ CALICO ROMAN
A 29 y.o. Philadelphia native; Black polyamorous community organizer,
activist and professional doula/birthing advocate Cheri’ Calico Roman grew
up in a community where plural relationships were rooted in marriage and
religion. At the age of 12, she learned the popular Islamic parable “I want
for my sister what I want for myself” and began the journey to identify
exactly what those “wants” were. 
 
Cheri has identified as polyamorous since she started dating at the age of
16 and discovered a polyamorous community by way of social media in
2011. She became well known for her candid commentary on dating
couples who were new to “opening up” and the self-journey that is at the
root of polyamory.

CHANEÉ JACKSON KENDALL
Chanee Jackson Kendall is a Black polyamorous educator, speaker, activist,
and event planner. A 32 year old native Atlantan, she lives in a western
suburb of Atlanta with her partners & co parents. She is the proud Mama
of the most adorable four year old in the world.
 
She has openly identified as polyamorous for the past decade. Chaneé
discovered the online polyamorous community in 2012 and has been an
active, and often outspoken member ever since. As the owner of several
small businesses, she brings an entrepreneurial spirit to everything she
does.

As Admins of online groups Black & Poly and Young, Black & Poly, and co-founders of the Poly Cultural
Diversity Alliance; this duo enjoys cultivating safe spaces where polyamorous education and activism
coupled with community allow love, freedom & unapologetic blackness to flourish and thrive online and
in real life.
 
Black Poly Pride was born from their mutual dedication to polyamorous education, outreach, activism
and normalizing polyamory as a relationship orientation and they are excited to be co-planning the 2nd
Annual Black Poly Pride; a celebration of the Black polyamorous lovestyle which will take place in
Washington,D.C. June 4-7. 2020.


